
CAMBODIA: Siem Reap - Temples Trees and Tears 

 

The town of Siem Reap is pretty much a resort town built solely for the tourist traffic to the                   
famous temples of Angkor Wat. All the surrounding hostels, guesthouses, restaurants and bars             
are crammed in, creating the illusion the town is much smaller than it actually is. A short 1km                  
ride North (for this I’d recommend the $30 quad bike tour, pricey but worth it ) and you will                   
enter rural villages, rice paddies inclusive of actual village people and the most beautiful              
Cambodian children. A stark and stunning contrast indeed to a city whose bright fickle lights of                
‘pub street’ and cheap Angkor beer (0.50-$1) can keep a traveller there for days doing little                
else. 
Why oh why had I made friends with the hot twenty something blonde swedish girls in my                 
dorm, told them I fancied this US marine and then invited them to join us at dinner, only to                   
watch them leave together. 
After they left I did what any mature feminist 27 year old would do…I sobbed my soul out in an                    
alleyway and then I kissed an Irishman. I had devolved. Oh Siem Reap look what you’ve done to                  
me! Get me to the ancient temples quickly- clearly I need the clairvoyance of their ancient                
ruins. 
 
The temples of Angkor Wat 

 

As an earth child if there’s one thing I go wild for it’s not only a good sunrise and silhouette                    
scenario, it’s ancient trees,forestry and half collapsed ruins whose stories I yearn for. 
You can spend hours losing yourself in these great temples, imagining the engravings being              
carved, the people who may have lived there – or simply reenacting tomb raider. 
A tuk tuk from around sunrise (4.30am) till 10am a good 5 hour stint will set you back $12 and                    
between 4 people, 4 dollars is not bad at all.  
We had a lovely scrawny guy named Mr Sin who had a penchant for laughing manically at                 
almost everything I did. 
A day pass costs $20 and the next one up is the three day pass ($40 which you can use over the                      
week not only consecutive day). 
Bring snacks for gawd sake and sunscreen!  
Mr Sin would often pull up on the side of the road and hand us sacks of sugar cane in plastic                     
bags to sip. They have these giant caine smashers which juice them into an odd sweet tasting                 
and rehydrating drink. 
I absolutely adored the temples of Angkor most particularly the famous ‘tomb raider’ Ta Prohm               
tree temple. However some of the best ruins for me were the ones that became parts of the                  
forest and not the main attractions but lined the grounds leading to the main temples. Despite                
the famous temples drawing thousands of tourists there every day you are always sure to find                
some clandestine space inspiring moments of transportation. Suffice to say I shed different             
tears that day to my previous immature ‘he doesn’t love me’ pub street sobs. Instead and my                 
personal preference, they were the silent tears of awe and empathy for the stories held within                
these vast ancient walls and as always of course for the trees. 
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